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OEJ welcomes your suggestions or inquiries about our work, programs and/or policies. Please can help. We offer provided valuable insight for advancing EJ in PA.

Justice Through Mapping and Cumulative Impact Strategies decades of experience working in environmental justice in Pennsylvania and states throughout the Harris, whom are both pioneers in the arena of environmental justice. Both gentlemen have The training session is approximately 1-hour long and will begin with DEP's Executive Staff in OEJ is collaborating again with EPA to roll out an internal training available to all DEP employees. develop a similar map at the state-level that highlights vulnerable populations in Pennsylvania.

For 2020, OEJ has been developing a series of EJ trainings in collaboration with EPA. The series program's priorities. These projects will engage youth and adults on these three topics and expand awarded to support 55 projects.

On June 26, you would like to share? opportunities to get out into the environment. Get them involved - plant a tree, pick up litter, plant a garden. We need to create several ways. "With poverty there is a lack of opportunity to even get outdoors in a way that schools encourage economic development opportunities around mine reclamation helps the community in the coal region of Northeastern Pennsylvania. Bobby is the founding executive director of the A Champion of Community Involvement webinars.

Emissions from Power Plants outlines how participating in RGGI will lower greenhouse gas and other air pollution emissions from the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGG) to educate and engage EJ partners on RGGI. Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) EPCAMR Executive Director, Bobby Hughes, with a class of students from Heights M.L. Murray electric power plants and describes other benefits of the program, including health and economic outages pay for their CO2 allowances can get reinvested by the state in more energy efficiency local climate-related vulnerabilities. These communities will be drafting climate action plans to share actions that could be used to achieve even more emissions reductions. partners every 3 years. The 2018 plan includes recommendations for government leaders, continue to status of other DEP work functions, see our DEP and COVID-19.

Dear Environmental Justice Partners:

I ask that you join us and partner with us as we do our EJ work. We understand experiences in your Committee.

other PA agencies to define environmental justice in a way that speaks to justice and race and communities of color, low income populations and other vulnerable residents. We understand that environmental conditions that have disproportionately impacted Black communities as well as other exacerbated by environmental injustice and racism. Our work at OEJ and the Department as a our office and throughout all our work. Our Office of Environmental Justice was founded on we have been looking at the actions we have taken and considering how we to systemic racism, we have all been called to action. At DEP and within OEJ,